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We now turn to the second part of the synthesis, the determination
of the intelligibility in "being something."

First then "being som ethinF!' is limited. It is the "something,"
but neither more nor less nor in any way different from it.

Second, to repeat the same point under any other aspect, being
something is specified. The "s ometh .^ n_g" specifies whet the "being"
in be Leg something is limited to.

Third, the being of being something is ampirialli contingent.
For whet is something is whet includes or involves not being. ' Ihat
involves not being, is not whet excludes not being. But only what
excludes not being, is necessary. Therefore the being of being some-
thing is contingent.

Fourth, the bei; ..g of being something is empirical.
This point follows from the antithesis. Ue said that for being

to be intelligible, it did not suffice for it merely to happen not
to be; we maintained that it must of its nature exclude all not
being. This wes our initial thesis, but in the antithesis we noted
that no object of experiences tisfied the thesis.

By "empirical" then vle mean that has not intrinsic intelligi-
bility, whet finds its explanation in something outside itself.

Nov the being of being something is not intrinsically intelli-
gible, for it does not exclude not being; it is a bell g that not only
is but also is not. It is then empirical.

Still there can be nothing (nothing can positively exist) that
hs no intelli gibility of any kind: else thought would be stultified.
There must then be some intelligibility to being something. This
as we have already shown is its ca elation by pure being, which
sup;:lies an extrinsic intelligibility.

Fifth different limited beings differ by their specifications.
They cannot differ by their being, for all that can be said of the
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being as being of the one, can also be said of any other. They must
have some difference, else their being different would be unintel-
ligible. It remains that the difference lies in their specifications,
that the "something" this one is is not the "something" that that one
is.

Sixth, limited being is mutable.
It is contingent, not necessary, therefore not immutable, and

therefore mutable..
Chanr. es are of three kinds, action, rossion, and solidary than e.

The first is acting, the second bete acted upon, the third is the
combination of the two when a set of interde' ,en.dent units are sub-
jjdcted to some external influence.

Seventh, agere sequitur esse.
Because a being is limited, it follows that its capacities for

action and pDJ. sion will be limited. It cannot do simpliciter, unless
it is simpliciter.  It cannot be acted upon without limit, unless
it is not without limit.

Further, there is not only this recu? rerient of intelligibility
with regard to action and passion, but also that the limitations
of action and p ‘sion be coherent with the limitations of the being.

That the activity of limited being is limited, and that the
limitation of the activity is coherent with the limitation of the
being, constitute the mooning of the nhra . se: agere sequitur esse.

Hence, a nature is limited being as the intelligi ble ground 	j .

4of the limitations of action and passion . . Īl.^sd^;r:t^.• .
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Further, a law of nature is a correlation of the limitations
of action and passion with the limitations of the nature.

Eighth, to return to point six above, differences in the
specification of being are of two kinds.

They are formal if they are differences in nature. Thus a star
is different from a rose, because it has a different nature.

They are material if they are nt in the natures. Thus this
star differs from that, this rose from that, not formally for
the nature is the same in both cses, but materially. 
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Again, if the dd.fferences are purely material, they are said to
be num-rical. Thus if this rose, no matter how carefully examined, is
found in every respect to bo exactly similar to that one, then the
difference is purely MIME material. There is not only no difference in
nature, but t 'ere is not even accidental difference.

l'u ely material difference is s:id to be numerical, because the
presupposition of counting is some similarity in what is counted: a pig
and a hen do not give two pigs or two hens but two animals. Hence the
pure case of "number" is when similarity is found In every aspect of
the ob;?ects counted.

Ninth, numerical difference is empirical.
We said contina;ent being was empirical because it offered no

intrinsic intelli7,ibility; contingent being happens to be without
excluding not being. It is easy to recognise the same feature in
numerical difference.

For objects that differ numerically must have something in their
specification that is not in the s eec if is ation of the other. But the
only assignable difference is that the matter of this one is this
matter while the mutter of that one is that matter. But matter rds.,nx:
as matter does not differ from matter; the whole difference falls on
the "this" and "that." But this Lind"ths;t" mean no more than difference.
And similarily any eruaient returns upon itself in a vicious circle.

The point is that they just happen to differ. Their difference
is not intrinsically intelligible. It is empirical.

But the empirical has to hove r;t least at extrinsic intelligibility.
Whet than is it?

Fist let us terra the origin or r•ri?ci le of empirical difference
u Ana t to r . "  

area
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Second, let us distinguish between natures that are types and
natures that are individual.

A tyre-nature is one which re . uiros a number of instances for



its normal functioning. Thus, though absolutely possible, ±t .isxnnt
. it would be abnormal for there to be only one electron, one proton,
one member of each of the distinct biological species. And this
abnormality follov;s from the nt•tu os of the thirgs themselves. For
the nature of the electron to function, a multitude are needed.
Similarly any biological species of its nature is destined to pro-
create, develop, adapt itself to changing environments. In the first
case the need of the multiplicity is simultnneou.s; in the second it
i/3 successive. But in both it is natural, follows from the nature.
And, of course, beyond the abnormality of there being but single
instances of each s: ecies, there woo -1.d he the cosmic abnormality
arising from the natural interde7endence of the species.

On the other hand, an individual nsture is one that has no such
exigence for multiplicity.

To reixtrn to our point, what is the extrinsic intelligibility
of matter, of nunerical difference. Plainly it is the exigence of
multiplicity in the type-n , ture. The type-nature to be itself fully
must be itself in a number of instances; were the instances different
in nature, then there would be no realisation of the type-nature;
the instances must be the same in nulture, and for them to be the
s a e in r_at.re yet different instances, there must be a principle
of material or nu °ier'icnl difference.

T th, c'r;..n„ .: are either subst<:ntial or ncc'dental .
`1'hc , are s>.. dst tiul if the na.. sure cht , nges
The are nu. rant l accidental i the cban-;e; is within the

frara.% -work of the n. ,. tu	 .lEriuttrei► , 	ads;v',L^ire'vriv;a , iFr„ts. m'avfisnmurtvhhe
This r1 -1,7 noun a si:n -1e, but t , ere are difficult es. 'or plainly

there : s no mros si ilit , - to the sn , .e -̂iture unde r	 ffer t circumstan-
ces or L t dli'.a'e} e_lt 't;. go of its devel•r;r,ient prr:sent'ng	 tirely
dij'feren sets of n_.t rral	 Accordi,-,r,, to the t m r-e. :tu .r	 water
is solid,	 icctic or r^aa, oous. ccordina; to he season, t! e ins ct will
be a w orm ol a ma 'h. Fu ther, ti- e, re is the •if.ficulty ar^ •in^	 om
the faact t hat the ,bti,m of an;, ,riven nata, , e ~ a Ty be covered or trans-
formed by the pre sence of other ct;ion.
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Tenth, we distinguish between substance and certain accidents,
those of action and passion.

A substance is what of its nature is something absolutely. Thus
en.object is or is not a man; it is m.taphor to speak of an object
being more or less a man, a man up to a cer. + ain nont.

An accident of action or passion is whnt of its nature is some-
thing not absolutely but more or less, in some degree. Thus, there
is no absolute brightness, resistance, weight, strength, and the like;
these thi,gs are simply in degrees, more or less.

This distinction recalls the distinction between pure being and
limited being: pure being is simnliciter; limited being is something,
where the something specifies  some grade or degree of being. Now
both substance and accident are something, but the substance is
simply something, the accident is something in some degree of the
something it is. A man is not mo. e or less a man but simply a man;
but brightness is brightness not absolutely but in some degree of
brightness.

Parenthetically, we note that we define the distinction between
substance .nd accident where the two are found in the same limited
being. Pure being, on theie definitions, is super-substance rather
that substance: it is not what is something obsoletely, but what is
absolutely.

Eleventh, we distinguish between sniritural and material
accidents of action and passion.

The spiritual is what is neither mate ^ial no in itself conditioned
by matter.

Matter is the principle of merely empirical difference, of
numerical difference.

Hence, material accidents of action and passion are those whose
"more or less" or degree admits mithema tical expression.

Further, the extent to which they are material will determine
the degree in which the mathemt ti.cal expression is exhaustive of
their reality.

The maximum in materiality is found in quantity and local
motion. For quantity is the pii»e instance of material passivity;



local motion is the pure inst.ince or material activity. Let us make  this
clearer, and first let us examine quantity and local motion in them-
selves apart from the subjects that have quantity or move locally.

quantity is sometimes said to be what has parts outside parts;
as the more acute onserve, the term "outside" makes the definition a
vicious  circle . What then is quantity?

quantity is the static continuum of purely material difference.
Static, for it is not a process, not a succession, but all at

once, simultaneous.
Continuum, for it realises an idea not in a number of rifasnunethet

instances, but without limit of instances, and so without number in
the sense of innumerable; but while the continuum realises an idea
without limit to the number of insbNpces in which it realises it,
at the s r me time the realisation itself is something limited. Thus
the continuum realises without limit 'ithin limits.

Of ('urely maate : ial difference, for the idea realised without
limit of instances is not, properly speaking, an idea at all; it
is not an intrinsic intellirribility; it is the purely empirical, the
extrinsically intelligible, numerical ddfference.
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Thus, to define anew, q ^u: ntity is the simultaneous but limited
realisation of unlimited numerica]. differences.

Local motion on the other hand is the dynamic continuum of
purely material differences.

Or, on a parallel with our second definition of gu,;ntity, local
motion is the successive but limited reaalir;ation of unlimited numerical
differences.

Now plainly, unlimited num)rical difference is the maximum of
materiality. Hence quantity and local motion are the most material
of accidents. They are the pure objects of mathematical thou cTht, in
so far as mathematics deals not simply with numbers but is applied
to objects.

Further, they are accidents, and as accidents plainly vemn!t%`y^
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local motion falls into the category of activity, and so is the most
material of activities.

Newton's first law of motion throws light on the point.
This law may be expressed metaphysically as follows: what requires

a cause is not a velocity but only a chana .a of velocity.
Now why should a velocity not re quire a cause?
Consider what is meant by a velocity in the context. To deny

that a velocity requires a cause is not to deny that local motion
da a	 requires a cause; it is to deny that a continuance of local
motion requires a cause.

Next, consider wh at a cause is. It is the intelligible ultimate
of change.

Third, effect must be pro . ortion.ate to cause: cause is an intelli-
gible; therefore effect must be an intellisible difference.

Fourth, mere change of place, the purely material difference
of the quantitative continuum, is the formal effect of local motion;
but this difference we have shewn to be merely empirical; therefore
no amount of such difference can be proportionate to an a cause which
is intelligible.

Hence we conclude that, riven a local motion, we hove already
the cause of indefinite numerical difference. In other words not
velocity but only clan ;e of velocity requires a cause.

So much for purely material activity. We have said that quantity
is purely material passivity.

Now a passivity is correlative to an activity. Quantity as
passivity is correlative to local motion as activity in two ways.

First, it supplies the differences through which local motion
moves, and so makes motion a. motion. Without such differences local
mot ion would not be c han 7e at all.

Second, it su;'plies in a subject the pasive quality that will
make possible for it to act or be acted upon by local motion: in other
words it makes impact ond contact possible.

Let us now consider local motion not in its pure materiality
but in its intelligibility, that is, as change of velocity.



local mot ion falls in the category of activity, and so is the
most material of activities.

Parenthetically we may note the metaphysical element in
Newtonts First Law of Motion, that an uniform velocity of itself
is indefinite. This follows from our position. The change effected
by the activity of local motion is purely material, a transfer from
one place to another, where the difference of the places are simply
the numerical differences of the quantitative continuum. Plainly
such change is empirical, not something that calls for the intrin-
sic intellie;ibility Bf a cause, but something that is of the naturm
of the cange effected. Now what is of the nature of the change
effected? Simply local motion. Hence what is caused is not velocity
but chaanqe in velocity
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